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The advancement in wafer technology leads to better and efficient microproces-
sors. The microcontroller implementations are not restricted to computer hardware
and application areas include manufacturing lines, consumer products, household
appliances to cite a few.
The need for robots to co-exist with humans requires Human-machine inter-
action. It is a challenge to operate these robots in dynamic environments which
requires continuous decision making and environment attribute updates in real-
time. An autonomous robot guide is well suitable in places such as museums,
libraries, schools, etc.
This thesis records the research work in the field of computer and robot vision.
It addresses a scenario where a robot tracks and follows a human. Some of the
conventional methods such as Neural network, color skin probability map, Heuris-
tic rule and Bayesian decision theory are used in this work. The Neural network
involves learning of the skin and non-skin colors. The color skin probability map
is utilized for skin classification and morphology based pre-processing. Heuristic
rule is used for face ratio analysis and Bayesian cost analysis for label classifi-
cation. The real-time face detection module, based on a two-dimensional color
model in the YUV color space is selected over the traditional skin color model in
a three dimensional color space. A modified CAMSHIFT tracking mechanism in a
one-dimensional HSV color space is developed and implemented onto the mobile
robot. In addition to the visual cues, the tracking process considers sixteen sonar
scan and tactile sensor readings from the robot to generate a robust measure of
viii
the person’s distance from the robot. The robot thus decides an appropriate ac-
tion; namely, to follow the human subject and perform obstacle avoidance. The
proposed approach is orientation invariant under varying lighting conditions and
invariant to natural transformations such as translation, rotation and scaling.
Chapter two to four of the thesis records the principles, techniques and method-
ology involving segmentation, image processing, target detection and tracking.
Issues relating to color perception, color modeling and variations in camera pa-
rameters are documented. Experiments are conducted to examine the performance
of these models under various lighting conditions.
Chapter five to seven of the thesis outlines the design, algorithms, architecture
and the model of the proposed face detection and tracking system. Experiments
are conducted to support the design and an explanation of the chosen model is
documented in this section. The design of the various controllers and associated
assumptions are recorded as well.
Lastly, a multi-modal approach is introduced with a working algorithm and
the control mechanisms implemented to a Magellan Pro mobile robot for system
performance analysis. The implemented system is able to perform human detection
and tracking in a real-time environments with good accuracy.
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1.1 Background - Robot and Computer Vision
Mobile robots are gradually entering into our daily lives; for example, Humanoid
Robot - ASIMO [1] from Honda, the robot pet - Aibo [2] and the dancing robot
- QRIO [3] from Sony. The robot soccer competitions such as RoboCup [4] and
FIRA Robot World Cup [5], and the NASA’s Mars Exploration Rovers [6] are
the most noticeable evidence of the approaching breakthrough in mobile robot
applications. Although most of the above applications are purely for research
and entertainment, the main objective of robotic research is to aid industrialism,
making human lives convenient and flexible with the use of robots. In research
laboratories, mobile robots are used for mail delivery, to open/close doors, to
handle objects, to interact with the users and for navigation [7]. In order to
provide the basic navigational ability to the robot and to study the coarse structure
of the environment, visual, sonar, ultrasonic, infrared and other range sensors are
required. These robots have to acquire a lot of information about the environment
through various sensors. Nevertheless, the dynamic nature of the environment and
the need to interact with the users have set requirements that are more challenging
1
in robot perception.
Automated analysis and processing of visual data or Computer Vision has
been an area of research since the 60’s and visual tracking is one of the most
active research fields. Vision is the most important sense for humans and color is
an important visual stimuli.
Color is an effective visual cue and image attribute used in visual detection and
tracking and attracting attention. It is computationally feasible to have orientation
invariance under varying lighting conditions and invariance to natural transforma-
tions such as translation, rotation and scaling. However, the dependence of the
perceived color on illumination is a challenge in color-based segmentation. Color-
based visual tracking is widely used in robot soccer systems to control the mobile
robots. However, the working environment is quite easy for color segmentation as
the colors are distinctive and uniform. In fact, the colored field, goals and robot
markers have been designed so as to extract useful information easily by simple
color-based segmentation methods.
The ability of pattern recognition is one of the key features of intelligent behav-
ior, be it humans, animals or machines. Pattern Recognition is the act of taking
in raw data and making a decision based on the class of the pattern. It is the
ability emerged with the biogenetic evolution as a mere matter of survival for the
individuals and the species.
Feature extraction is the first task in pattern recognition and it extreme com-
plexity constitutes the main work of the pattern recognizer. The result of the
feature extraction stage is a set of samples, x , that are fed to the classification or
2
decision stage of the recognizer (Figure 1.1). To classify an object into one of a
number of classes is the main objective of pattern recognition.
Samples FeatureExtraction Classifier




Figure 1.1: A two-stage recognizer
Computer Vision has found many applications in robotics: Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI), content-based video indexing and retrieval, security and surveil-
lance. Research into machine perception spans multiple disciplines and the ap-
proaches taken vary with the intended application. Applications include, creating
intelligent agents capable of recognizing speech and conversing with people, adding
perceptual capabilities of a robot in Robotics and detecting human body move-
ments as an input device to Virtual Reality (VR) systems.
1.2 Related Works on Face Detection and Track-
ing Techniques
There are several face detection techniques which are broadly classified as motion-
based detection, neural network approach, model-based approach and skin color
segmentation techniques [8, 9, 10]. Motion-based face detection techniques assume
that the targets are mostly mobile in a video scene. Therefore, motion is used to
characterize the targets in relation to a static environment. The current captured
image is compared to a reference image to segment out the mobile targets [11,
12, 13]. Neural network detection [14, 15, 16, 17] requires the learning from both
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positive (face) and negative (non-face) examples. Finding a representative sample
of a face is easy, finding a “non-face” image is a challenge, since a “non-face”
object is virtually anything ranging from trees to vehicles, making the training
process difficult and tedious. Training of the neural network is mostly done “off-
line” and research is undergoing to improve the real-time performance of systems
employing neural networks in face detection. Model-based approaches include the
use of models, which have a number of parameters describing the face shape or
motion of the face or a combination of both to aid in estimation [18, 19, 20]. Some
of the model-based approaches use the Hausdorff Distance [21, 22, 23] which is
robust, accurate and efficient enough for real-time face detection.
Target tracking techniques include Kalman filter [24, 25, 26] and fuzzy control
[27, 28, 29]. Kalman filter assumes a dynamic model of the target and that the
noise affecting the system is zero mean. The Fuzzy logic approach requires a fuzzy
logic knowledge base to control the specified system. Informally, a knowledge base
is a set of representations of facts about the environment. Recent research has
however adopted the mean shift algorithm [30, 31, 32], which is used for the analysis
of probability distributions, into the field of real-time visual tracking. Yang and
Waibel [33] uses a motion model to estimate image motion and to predict the
search window; integrated with a camera model to predict and compensate for
camera motion.
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1.3 Problem Definition and Motivation
It is challenging to provide a mobile robot with a visual sensing system that is
able to reconfigure easily to suit different tasks. There are numerous color-based
segmentation methods developed for the visual perception by mobile robots. The
computational load caused by the chosen method for visual tracking in real-time
is one of issues to tackle. The limited computationally resources of a mobile robot
and many other tasks that are running in parallel are to be taken into account
while selecting a color-based segmentation method. The dynamic nature of the
environmental conditions, for example, illumination, is another challenge for the
visual system of a mobile robot.
In order to achieve real-time performance and simplicity in design and imple-
mentation, color-based tracking is used in this work. The developed tracking mech-
anism is based on the CAMSHIFT (Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift) algorithm
[30]. It is computationally efficient and deals with the challenges of irregular object
motion due to variations in perspective and image noise, such as other skin-color
objects and facial countenance. CAMSHIFT is designed as a computer interface
for controlling commercial computer games. The motion of a moving camera is
not considered in CAMSHIFT.
To design a robust system, the tracking algorithm is not activated until a face is
detected in the video scene. The conventional approach is to gather images of faces,
and segregate the skin and non-skin areas. A skin-color model is incorporated in
the detection module for detecting faces. Neural network learning is used to build
this skin color model in the YUV color space. The control mechanisms are added
5
and a multi-modal approach [34, 35, 36, 37] to tracking is considered. The multi-
modal implementation can extend beyond the use of mouse, keyboard and camera
to include other sensory modalities such as tactile and auditory. In this work,
tracking and obstacles avoidance are done with the information from the sonar
sensors, tactile sensors and the conventional visual cues.
1.4 Purpose of the Thesis
The objective of this thesis is to develop a methodology for real-time color-based
visual detection and tracking. The visual detection and tracking system developed
is implemented on a mobile robot.







Figure 1.2: Typical flows of tasks in a visual tracking system
The principles, conventional techniques and methodology associated with the
area of computer vision are outlined to begin with. Issues relating to color per-
ception, color modeling and camera parameters are discussed. Experiments are
conducted to examine the performance of various color models under different
lighting conditions.
The design, algorithms, architecture and modeling of the proposed face detec-
tion and tracking system are then elaborated with various controllers designed for
6
the mobile robot. Design improvements are made through experimentation.
A multi-modal approach is introduced and the control mechanisms are imple-
mented onto a mobile robot for demonstration and system performance analysis.
1.5 Layout of the Thesis
This thesis discusses the challenges and approaches seated to human face detection
and tracking in real-time. Two important issues: “what to detect and how to
track” are explored.
Chapter two to four of the thesis addresses the issue of “what to detect” and
presents a skin-color model in the YUV color space for human face characterization.
The model is able to detect both stationary and moving human faces with different
skin colors under varying lighting conditions in real-time.
Chapter five to seven involves the development of the color-tracking algorithm
to address the issue of “how to track”. The detection module and the visual
tracking module are integrated into a mobile robot which has a Sony EVI-D30
pan-tilt camera and, sixteen sonar and tactile sensors.
Lastly, the performance of the proposed system is compared with some of the




In order to perform color-based segmentation, it is important to understand the
influence of light on color. This chapter provides the fundamental facts on color
and the understanding of color images. Furthermore, major consideration in color-
based segmentation performance such as color constancy, illumination, camera
operating parameters and color space are also discussed.
2.1 What is Color?
Color is a physical property that arises from the spectral properties of light. One
is able to observe and label the surrounding objects with the help of color. That
is, to identify the hue, the purity or saturation and luminance. Color exists only
in the brain, as a result of some complex co-operation between the human eye
and the brain. It is light that encounters the retina of an eye [38] resulting color
perception in humans’ existence.
Light is a mixture of electromagnetic energy at various wavelengths, however,
human eyes are sensitive to only a very narrow band, known as the visible light
spectrum which ranges from 400 to 700 nanometers. The light is characterized by
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the Spectral Power Distribution (SPD), which indicates the amount of energy at
each wavelength.
Human retina has three types of color photoreceptor cone cells, each responding
to the incident light with different spectral response curves. Colors are sensed as
near-linear combinations of long, medium and short wavelengths, which correspond
to the three primary colors, red, green and blue (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: The Visible Light Spectrum
Human sensation of hue, saturation and luminance is determined by a mixture
of responses from the three types of cone cells and is known as the Trichromatic
Theory of color [39]. Despite intensive research in the human visual system, the
exact process between the cone cell stimulus and the colors remains unknown to
science.
The color imaging conforms to the physical laws in the natural world; that is,
the light power is spectrally distributed. The sensation of color has to be artificially
created and converted into a digital format in a computer vision system.
In a computer vision system, cameras are in place of the human eyes and,
the role of the retina is played by a sensor or an imager that reacts to light
and transforms the electromagnetic energy into electric energy. The electrical
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signals produced by the sensors are sampled and quantized to produce a two-
dimensional digital representation of the three-dimensional real world scene; known
as digitization of an image or Analog-to-Digital Conversion (ADC) process. This
representation is limited by the properties of the imaging devices and the need
to understand the restrictions caused by the hardware is an essential issue in
developing a machine vision system.
2.2 Three approaches in understanding Color
There are three main approaches in understanding color. Each of these approaches
introduces a different and important viewpoint. Careful consideration is required
to select one among them when developing or evaluating color machine vision
systems.
2.2.1 Statistical Approach
In the statistical approach, color is regarded as a statistical quantity. It is analyzed
as a random variable without regard to conformities to the physical laws that give
rise to color and color variation. One of the techniques of image analysis is to utilize
prior knowledge of object colors known as spectral signature analysis. It classifies
the pixels in a color image by comparing the pixel values to the characteristic
object color values which is measured in advance. It then assigns each pixel with
an object label according to which object color is closest to the pixel’s value. Other
techniques include clustering, region splitting, region growing and edge detection
[40].
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One essential tool for statistical image analysis is the color histogram or chro-
maticity histogram. The array histogram indexes are color component ranges and
the elements are the number of pixels with the corresponding color value known
as histogram bins (Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: RGB Histogram with 20 bins
2.2.2 Physical Approach
In order to understand how color images are displayed, one needs to know how
color is created. For example, using heuristic rules to label regions as shadows
and highlights or knowledge of color behavior [41, 42, 43]. It is possible to analyze
color images by using the SPD of light reflected by a point in the scene; which is
dependent on the light illuminating the scene and the reflectance of the surface at
that point. The reflectance function varies widely for different points on the same
object due to the changes in imaging geometry. Figure 2.3 shows the color of an
orange ball, which is non-homogeneous.
The dichromatic reflection model [41, 42, 43], is a model for object reflectance
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Figure 2.3: Interaction of light with an orange golf-ball
of non-homogeneous surfaces, such as plastics, paints, ceramics and paper. This
model is used to determine the color of illumination and to segment an image into
regions of uniform color without being deceived by highlights.
2.2.3 Perceptual Approach
Figure 2.4: Camera’s view under two different lighting conditions
The perceptual approach interprets color as a perceptual variable in human
vision. Much of the work concentrates on simulating the human visual system in
order to adapt its methods to machine vision. However, the exact mechanisms of
human color perception remain unknown. One important area of study is color
constancy, the phenomenon that allows humans to see the color of the objects
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uniformly under widely varying illumination. Figure 2.4 presents a CCD (Charge-
Coupled Device) camera’s view of the same scene under two different lighting
conditions. There is a significant difference between the colors in these two cases.
2.3 Color Constancy
There are numerous light sources that affects color constancy. The variation in
illumination levels poses serious challenges in computer vision. This is in addition
to the variations in camera’s operating parameters and other hardware related
issues. Figure 2.5 illustrates the problem of varying lighting condition without
adaptation which results in segmentation failure.
a) Original image under normal
lighting conditions
b)  Face successfully extracted
under normal lighting conditions
c)  Lighting conditions altered d) Segmentation fails without
proper adaptation
Figure 2.5: Segmentation without adaptation to different lighting conditions
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The segmentation is performed by thresholding the U and V channel by a con-
stant threshold. Under different lighting conditions, the object color changes and
there is a need to vary the threshold according to the changing lighting conditions.
One way of tackling this is to continuously sample and examine the image to find
a suitable threshold for the prevailing conditions. Object colors do not vary in an
arbitrary manner under different lighting conditions. In fact, it tends to follow a
certain locus determined by the color of the light source in the chromaticity space
[44, 45]. Experiments are conducted to model skin color under varying lighting
conditions and results have shown that skin color varies within a small region in
the color space under different lighting conditions (Chapter 5).
Due to the non-uniform lighting in the environment, the 3D shape of an ob-
ject can be “deformed” resulting in the so called “inter-reflection” phenomenon.
Certain part of the object can be highlighted, whilst other parts are shadowed by
itself or by another object. Furthermore, the object can also be illuminated by
light reflected from other object in the scene, creating more challenges for color
image segmentation. As a result, the object color can vary across the object image
itself. Figure 2.6 shows the “inter-reflection” phenomenon, for an orange golf ball
image.
Figure 2.6: Inter Reflection of an object
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The segmentation is performed by thresolding the U and V channel of the
image so as to extract the ball. However, part of the reflected surface is segmented
as belonging to the ball. In addition, the small highlighted area on the ball has
been regarded as the background.
2.4 Operating Parameters
CCD cameras have many adjustable operating parameters. These parameters
exert influence to the colors of the viewing objects. Aperture, exposure time and
gain-control settings are parameters that affect the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) color
of the acquired images.
Modification to the original colors of an object, known as color-distortion, is
acceptable when the camera operates within it’s dynamic range with an intensity-
independent color space. White balancing has more damaging effects in all of the
color space as it tends to distort the objects’ “true”color.
The hardware-related issues that affect pixel values and the overall image qual-
ity are, the dynamic range, optics system employed, total number of CCD elements,
video coding, gamma correction and noise.
2.5 Color Spaces
A color space is a method used for explaining the properties or the behavior of
color within a particular context. There are different mathematical models or
spaces in digital color imaging. Some of the color spaces are hardware oriented
and others are developed for the ease-of-use. It allows convenient specification of
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colors within a color gamut, that is, a subset of all the visible chromaticity. In
general, the choice of an appropriate color space is crucial for the performance
and robustness of a color imaging system. Challenges related to variation of the
illumination are tackled by using a color space that differentiates intensity from
the actual color information into different components. As a result, the use of a
suitable color space makes adaptive segmentation easier.
2.5.1 RGB Color Space
The RGB color space is the most well known hardware-oriented space. This space
is intensively used in image-capturing and image-processing related appliances such
as CCD cameras, frame grabbers and video displays.
The RGB space employs a Cartesian coordinate system. The three primary
colors, Red, Green and Blue are additive, that is, the individual contributions of
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Figure 2.7: Normalized RGB Color cube
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The corner (0, 0, 0) represents black at the origin and (1, 1, 1) corresponds to
white in the opposite corner of the cube. All the three color components are at
equilibrium on the main diagonal of the cube, known as the gray diagonal. The
most severe drawback of the color cube is the color constancy since all the three
color components contain intensity illumination information. Any changes in the
illumination affect all the three primary colors. As a result, RGB needs to be
normalized with respect to intensity before use.
2.5.2 YUV Color Space
The hardware-oriented YUV color space is used by the PAL (Phase Alternation
Line), NTSC (National Television System Committee) and SECAM (Sequentiel
Couleur avec Mmoire) for composite color video standards. Y represents the lu-
minance component or brightness. U and V are chrominance components.
Figure 2.8: YUV Color Space
YUV signals are created from the original RGB source. The weighted values of

















































Hua et. al. [46] uses this space for real-time color image analysis. This space
is also used in the YuJin [47] Robot soccer system.
2.5.3 YIQ Color Space
YIQ color space is similar to YUV color space but with color axes rotated at 33o




































































Figure 2.9: YIQ Color Space
This color space is adopted by the early NTSC systems.
2.5.4 Y CrCb Color Space
YUV 4:2:2 or Y CrCb is another hardware oriented color space. It is a scaled and
offset version of the YUV space. It is part of the ITU-R BT.601 [48] standard.
Y CrCb is a digital color system, while YUV and YIQ are analog spaces for the
Phase Alternation Line (PAL) and National Television system Committee (NTSC)
systems respectively. The luminance component Y has an excursion of 219 and an
offset of +16. This coding places black at 16 and white at 235. The chrominance
components Cb and Cr have a nominal range of 16 to 240 inclusively. There are
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several sampling formats, such as 4:4:4, 4:2:2, 4:1:1 and 4:2:0. Conversion from
RGB is presented in equations (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8).









There are several different alternatives for conversion coefficients (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Conversion coefficients
Recommendation cr cg cb
Rec601-1 0.2989 0.5866 0.1145
Rec709 0.2126 0.7152 0.0722
ITU 0.2220 0.7067 0.713
 
Figure 2.10: Y CrCb Color Space
LL Ling et. al. [49] uses the Y CrCb color space for real-time face detection
and tracking with an autonomous mobile robot.
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2.5.5 Other Color Space
Other color space approaches such as HSI (Hue, Saturation, Intensity), HSV (Hue,
Saturation, Value), HSL (Hue, Saturation, Lightness) and HDI (Hue, Distance,
Intensity) describe the UV plane in polar coordinates by means of a vector with
length, S and rotational color angle, H. The luminance, I, V and L corresponds to
the Y of the YUV space. These spaces are highly intuitive to human understanding
of color. Hue indicates the color of concern such as red, green or blue. Saturation
shows the richness, such as bright red. Intensity represents the density of the color,
for example light green or dark green.
At low Saturation, Hue becomes unreliable and is to be discarded. Likewise,
very high and low intensity result in unreliable Hue and Saturation [13, 30].
Figure 2.11: HSL Color Space Figure 2.12: HSV Color Space
The use of HSV is preferred in color image segmentation as it differentiates
the intensity component from the chromaticity components. It is possible to use
only Hue when few colors are used in the application or there is a need to adapt
to changing illumination [13, 30]. These spaces are generally not supported by
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Figure 2.13: HSI Color Space
most image acquisition hardware and result in the need to convert into other color








α2 + β2, (2.10)
I =
R + G + B
3
, (2.11)
where α = R− 1
2





The HSI color space conversion is computationally demanding and is not suit-
able for real-time operation. However, the use of a look-up table for conversion
reduces the computational load. Another method is to use the HSV color space.
The conversion equations from RGB to HSV contain only elementary arithmetical
operations and conditional clauses which make the conversion more effective.
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RGB to HSV conversion algorithm:
1. Find the maximum and minimum values for the R,G,B.
2. Let ∆C = Max(RGB)−Min(RGB).
3. Let S = ∆C
Max(RGB)
and V = Max(RGB) for all Max(RGB) 6= 0.
4. If R is the maximum value, h = (G−B)
∆C
.
If G is the maximum value, h = 2+(B−R)
∆C
.
If B is the maximum value, h = 4+(R−G)
∆C
.
5. H = h + 60o for all h > 0.
HSI and its relative color spaces are very popular for color-based segmentation.
Wei [50] uses HSI, for robustness against the changing intensity of illumination.
Kravtchenko and Little [51] suggest the use of HSI like HDI, to preserve the ge-
ometrical distances in the units used to measure RGB values to avoid describing
saturated pixels. Pingali [52] uses HS to detect the color of a tennis ball. HSI is
used by Yoo and Oh [53] and Bradski [30] for face segmentation as well as McKenna
[54] for more general color-based segmentation. In the RoboCup scenario, these
spaces have also been used in [55, 56, 57].
2.5.6 NCC Color Space
The Normalized Color Components color space is the simplest of the color models
that eliminates the intensity component of pixel colors. The use of this space is
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encouraged by the simple and linear conversion from RGB, which is presented in
equations (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14). Assuming R + G + B 6= 0.
r =
R








R + G + B
. (2.14)
Two color components are enough to describe chromaticity. Therefore, the redun-
dant third normalized component is discarded as r+g+b = 1. It is common to use
r and g and discard b, which is referred to as Normalized RG. Any two normalized
components can be utilized to describe color. NCC has been frequently used in
real-time applications, although mainly in skin detection. Soriano et. al. [44] used
a normalized RG space in the skin color model which provided good results.
2.6 Discussion
Understanding the physical conformity governing the sensation of color is essen-
tial for the development of a color based vision system. Color is not merely a
property of some object, but dependent on the spectral properties and the inten-
sity of illumination. It is accurate to consider color as a statistical quantity in a
standardized environment, for example, a laboratory with constant lighting or an
static industrial environment. This approach is not sufficient in the real and un-
controlled environment. The physical approach helps to cope with issues that are
caused by the interaction between light; such as highlights and inter-reflections.
The perceptual approach takes into consideration of color constancy. For machine
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vision, color constancy is one of the greatest challenges. It is yet unclear how hu-
man vision adapts itself to ever changing illumination. Hence, it is not possible to
try to adopt the mechanisms of human vision and apply them to machine vision.
Another fundamental issue is the need for hardware that are able to capture
color images for analysis. There are numerous variety of cameras, computers
and video boards available for machine vision system. Images obtained through
such hardware are constrained by their properties. For real-time applications, the
performance of the computer platform is crucial due to large amounts of compu-
tational load. It is usually not possible to perform image-processing in real time,
unless the resolutions are lesser than 320 x 240 pixels.
Color constancy is a major challenge in color-based segmentation. The first
major factor that contributes to color information is the camera. Camera is a key
component in a color imaging system. In normal human environments, the inten-
sity of lighting notably varies. The use of automatic iris and gain control enables
the camera to operate in its dynamic range. In this case, a suitable intensity-
independent color representation must be selected for successful segmentation.
The use of automatic white balance however is discouraged as it tends to distort
the color seen by the camera.
Another major issue is the variations in illumination. It is tackled by using a
combination of camera settings and color spaces as discussed. In addition, different
light sources have different color temperatures which make the colors look different.
This is a real challenge. It is solved with adaptive segmentation or by making the
color models of the objects robust to change in illumination.
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The selection of an appropriate color space depends on the kind of target that
is being tracked. The effectiveness and robustness are also to be taken into consid-
eration while selecting the color space. Effectiveness means reduction in compu-
tational load such as using RGB/HSI color space conversion-look-up-table during
color space conversion. In addition, fewer linear function are used during thresh-
olding since computational load increases geometrically with the dimensionality of
the color space. Robustness means to overcome an object colors dependency on
varying illumination such as using YUV color space in place of RGB color space.
There is a good consensus about the benefits of intensity-independent color
representations. For a mobile service robot, color perception independent of the
light source is a key issue. Light in the environment comes from a large variety of
sources and causes the perceived object colors to vary. The human visual system





Segmentation is a process that subdivides an image into constituent parts or ob-
jects. It is a step that extracts objects from an image for image-processing such as
recognition and tracking. Color is a powerful visual cue for image segmentation,
object-recognition and tracking. The desired capability is to endure orientation-
variance under varying lighting conditions and under natural transformations such
as translation, rotation and scaling. Orientation-variance is an attractive approach
in segmentation. The speed of the segmentation is another crucial factor in a real
time system and computationally costly segmentation methods are to be restricted.
3.1 Classification
Pixel labeling or classification is the first step in segmentation. There are numerous
methods used in classification or labeling theory. One of the methods is to use color
as a criterion to label the pixels into some discrete classes. Labeling in the feature
space includes thresholding, probabilistic-methods and clustering. Region-based
method applies “similarity” as a criterion in the image domain during classification.
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3.1.1 Thresholding
Thresholding in color space requires the object color-histograms to be known or
measured in advance. Automatic thresholding involves sampling the colors of the
objects and using the mean and variance of each color component to define the
thresholds [57]. Thresholding distinguishes pixels with values within the bounds in
the color space from those outside. The resultant binary image classifies the pixels
as belonging to some objects which have a non-zero label with the background
pixels assigned with zero label. It is possible to assign a non-zero label to the
background pixels and a zero label to the targeted object.
Color space thresholding is a special case of linear color thresholding. It em-
ploys constant thresholds for color components thus bounding an object in a
two/three-dimensional color space. As shown in Figure 3.1, pixels whose color
values inside the tablet are labeled with a non-zero label. The other pixels re-
garded as the background are assigned with a zero label.
Figure 3.1: Color Space Thresholding in the UV Color Space
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Color space thresholding performs well in real-time applications when the ob-
ject to be segmented is of uniform color. The computational weight and the com-
plexity of color space thresholding increases with the increasing dimensionality of
the thresholding plane. Alternatively, the use of a look-up table reduces the com-
putational load but with a tendency to increase the memory usage. In the case of
varying object color, such as the human skin color; it is more suitable to use linear
color thresholding or a model based approach.
In linear color thresholding, the constant thresholds are replaced by some linear
boundaries or planes in the color space (Figure 3.2). This color distribution is
similar to Figure 3.1. The same object is now thresholded by some linear functions
to obtain better results. Linear thresholding shares the same complexity as color
space thresholding. The complexity increases with increased dimensions of the
thresholding plane. Since the numbers of linear functions are not restricted and
the thresholds are not constant, it involves extra computation for each pixel.
Figure 3.2: Linear Thresholding in the UV Color Space
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3.1.2 Probabilistic Techniques
Probabilistic segmentation technique is a method used to model the object color
using color distributions. There are two probabilistic segmentation methods, the
parametric and non-parametric.
For the parametric method, the color distribution of the object being segmented
is modeled by using one or more parameterized Gaussian distributions. The model
is a probability distribution function (PDF) of the object color (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3: Probability Distribution Function of a face
The conditional density for a pixel x belonging to an object, D, is modeled as





where a mixing parameter P (j) corresponds to the prior probability that pixel x
is generated by the jth component. Each mixture component is a Gaussian with
mean µ and covariance matrix Σ. Equation (3.2) shows the mixture component















The solution to find an algorithm for fitting a mixture model to a set of training
data is to use the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. This is a maximum
likelihood algorithm. Once the model has been created, an image is segmented
by comparing the pixel color values to the model and assigning a corresponding
probability value to each pixel.
The most popular non-parametric method uses the color histogram and the
background subtraction approach. The objective of this model is to capture the
recent information about the sequence, and to continuously update the information
and the changes in the background.
Let x1, x2, ..., xN be the recent samples of the intensity for a pixel. The prob-
ability density function of this pixel having an intensity value xt at time t is






K(xt − xi). (3.3)
If the kernel estimator function, K is chosen to be a Normal function N(0, Σ),




















Assuming independence between different color channels with different kernel band-




























where d is the dimension of Σ.
Using equation 3.6, the pixel is considered a foreground pixel if Pr(xt) < th
where the threshold ‘th’ is a global threshold over the entire image.
Figure 3.4: Background Subtraction Approach
3.1.3 Clustering
Clustering and unsupervised learning seek to extract information from unlabeled
samples. If the unlabeled distribution comes from a mixture of component den-
sities described by a set of parameters θ, then θ is estimated by the Bayesian or
maximum-likelihood methods. A more general approach is to define some measure
of similarity between the two clusters. A global criterion such as a sum-squared-
error, trace of a scatter matrix or locally stepwise optimal iterative algorithms such
as k -means and fuzzy k -means clustering are used as required.
Figure 3.5 shows 2 objects in the RGB color space. Cluster A corresponds to
the robot and cluster B relates to the orange ball. There are various techniques to
simplify computation and to accelerate convergence. k -means is the most popular
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and famous clustering algorithm.
B A
Figure 3.5: Objects in the RGB Color Space
The pseudo code of the k -means algorithm is shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: k -means algorithm
For clusters with sub-clusters, hierarchical methods are needed. Agglomerative
or bottom-up methods start with each sample as a single cluster and iteratively
merge chosen “similar” clusters based on distance measure. The divisive or top-
down methods start with a single cluster representing the full data set and itera-




A segmented image is usually noisy due to color variations, variations in camera
parameter, hardware limitations, etc. A classical solution to misclassification is
to have some pre-processing, such as performing binary morphology to reduce or
eliminate noise.
3.2.1 Binary Morphology
Binary morphology deals with binary image obtained from segmentation. Its pri-
mary operations are dilation and erosion.
Dilation is the morphological transformation which combines two sets of ele-
ments by using vector addition. For example, if A and B are sets in an N -space
(EN) with elements a and b, where a = (a1, ..., aN ) and b = (b1, ..., bN ). The dila-
tion of A by B is the set of all the possible vector sums of the pairs of elements,
each from a and b.
A⊕B = {c ∈ EN | c = a + b}, where a ∈ A and b ∈ B. (3.7)
In practice, set A is a binary image and set B is the structuring element. Or,
set B is the shape that acts on set A to produce the outcome of dilation. A
common solution is to use a 3x3 neighborhood element to perform the dilation to
eliminate noise. Figure 3.7 illustrates the dilation of the binary image set A by
the structuring element set B. The resultant set C is expanded and the gap in the
middle of A is filled.
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Figure 3.7: Dilation of set A by set B
Erosion is the counterpart of dilation. It combines two sets by using the con-
tainment as its basis set. If sets A and B are in Euclidean space, the erosion of set
A by set B results in a set that has elements x for which x + b  A for all b  B.
Erosion removes noise and “thins” the image (Figure 3.8).
A	B = {x ∈ EN | x + b ∈ A }, for all b ∈ B. (3.8)
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Figure 3.8: Erosion of set A by set B
Morphological opening basically opens up strips, and generally smoothes the
contour of an image. It breaks narrow isthmuses and eliminates thin protrusions. It
is useful in eliminating noise from segmented image which involves erosion followed
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by dilation as shown in Equation (3.9).
A ◦B = (A	B)⊕B. (3.9)
Figure 3.9: Filtering by Morphological Opening Operations
Morphological closing basically closes gaps and tends to smooth contour sec-
tions. As opposed to morphological opening, it generally fuses narrow breaks and
long thin gulfs, eliminates small holes and fills gaps. It is useful when certain
regions in the source image are filled with small gaps and are not uniform. With
a suitable structuring element, morphological closing makes the regions more con-
sistent. This operation involves dilation followed by erosion as shown in Equation
(3.10). Figure 3.9 shows an example of opening.
A •B = (A⊕B)	B. (3.10)
3.2.2 Density Mapping
A density map which reflects the density of the object pixels in the binary image is
created with every pixel corresponding to certain sample window. Density mapping
is performed on a binary image. The binary image is divided into adjacent sample
windows, each sized in N x N pixels. The more the object pixels in the sample
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window, the higher the density pixel value is. Different gray-scale values interpret
the probability of a pixel belonging to an object.
The result of density mapping is a probability image similar to resolution re-
duction of probabilistic segmentation methods. The density map is next “thresh-
olded” to remove the unwanted region. The final result is a binary image with
pixels belonging to the objects.
a) Original Image b) Density Mapping
         before thresholding
c) Result from
                 Density Mapping
Figure 3.10: Density Mapping
3.2.3 Effect of Filtering
Another method to eliminate noise from the probability map is to use some basic
filters such as an average filter, low-pass filter, median filter, Gaussian filter, etc.
These filters have the effect of blurring the image. The use of these filters reduce
noise and image resolution. Figure 3.11 illustrates the effect of applying filter be-
fore thresholding and applying thrsholding only.
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Original image Applying median filter Morphological Operations Thresholding
Thresholding Only
Figure 3.11: Effect of filtering and morphological operations
3.3 Labeling
The labeling of different regions of an image into separate objects can be realized
after successful segmentation using pixel colors as the criteria.
3.3.1 Connectivity
The concept of connectivity is used to establish boundaries of objects. Pixels are
said to be connected if they are adjacent and the gray levels satisfy a specified
criterion of similarity. The 4-connectivity and the 8-connectivity are the most














A binary image labeled
using 4-connectivity
A binary image labeled
using 8-connectivity
Figure 3.13: Results of labeling
3.4 Discussion
Labeling is the initial step in object segmentation and has great impact in de-
termining the reliability of the system. Thresholding techniques are good if the
object colors are known and are uniform. Model-based methods work better for
multi-colored objects and clustering is used when the colors are not known.
The visual perception of a mobile robot cannot be based on a single segmenta-
tion method. A combination of different segmentation methods in a visual track-
ing system produces a more versatile and robust visual perception. The real-time
processing requirement is a challenge. Although single optimized segmentation
method works well in a real-time environment, the processing time increases geo-
metrically with the number of concurrent tasks.
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Different probabilistic techniques that are adaptive to the changes in illumi-
nation have been discussed. These techniques are useful in the domain of mobile
robot implementation. Additional processing is needed to filter noise during la-
beling or binarizing a color probability map. Consideration is therefore needed
when using these filters as they tend to increase the processing times. Either con-
nectivity analysis or probability theory is to be used during object-labeling when




The basic idea of object tracking is to observe the target’s state from one moment
to another. This implies that the state variable is measured from the image and
the target’s state is estimated based on these variable.
The most important sense is vision for humans and color is an important vi-
sual stimuli. Color is an effective visual cue and image attribute used in visual
detection and tracking. It is computationally feasible to have orientation invari-
ance under varying lighting conditions and invariance to natural transformations
such as translation, rotation and scaling. However, the dependence of the per-
ceived color on illumination is a challenge in color-based segmentation. Another
challenge during color segmentation is the misclassification of some “close” color
objects as the targeted object.
An effective discrimination function is needed to discriminate the “unwanted”
objects from the segmented image. The discriminator is based on features calcu-
lated from the segmented image and these features include area, circumference,
orientation, and spatial moments. When tracking the object’s location in image
coordinates is required. Each object’s spatial location in the image frame is an
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imperative feature. In practice, this involves calculating the center of the mass
of each object or the overall mean of the object’s pixel locations. Calculating the
object’s center of mass in every frame is adequate when only one moving object
is in the segmented image. Therefore, a priori knowledge of the object’s previous
state is needed for tracking. Predictive method such as Kalman filtering are useful
in object tracking. In Robot Soccer System, color-based visual tracking has been
used [56, 58, 59].
4.1 Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is the first task in pattern recognition and it extreme complexity
constitutes the main work of the pattern recognizer. The result of the feature
extraction stage is a set of samples, x , that are fed to the classification or decision
stage of the recognizer (Figure 1.1).
4.1.1 Area
The object’s area in the image plane is one of its fundamental properties. In most
cases, area alone is enough to distinguish between wanted and unwanted objects






















The center of the mass for a region is obtained when the sum of the pixel coordi-
nates within the region is divided by the area.
4.1.3 Bounding
Bounding box is another property closely related to tracking and is highly suitable
for visualization. It encloses the tracked object and is used for object identification.
The bounding box is defined by four coordinates, each denoting one corner of the
box.
row(min) = min{row|(row, column) ∈ region}, (4.4)
row(max) = max{row|(row, column) ∈ region}, (4.5)
column(min) = min{column|(row, column) ∈ region}, (4.6)
column(max) = max{column|(row, column) ∈ region}. (4.7)
The bounding box operation involves notable increase in the processing time if the
object pixels cover a large area in the segmented image.
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4.2 Model-Based Tracking
The traditional approach of tracking is based on modeling the object’s state (Fig-
ure 4.1). The state variables such as centroid is measured directly from the new
image. Variables such as velocity are subjected to estimation based on the mea-
surements of the object’s current state. The object’s state in following video
sequence is then predicted (Prediction) and utilized to optimize the subsequent







Figure 4.1: Tracking of object’s state
A object model contains a dynamic model and a measurement model to deter-
mine the object’s state.
4.2.1 Dynamic Model
The state is a set of quantities such that given some initial conditions x(t0); all
future inputs u(t), all the future responses x(t) for t > t0 are uniquely determined.
The basic continuous state equations are a set of coupled first order linear
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differential equations in the state variables.
x˙ = Ax + Bu, (4.8)
y = Cx. (4.9)
Where
x : state vector, n x 1,
A: open-loop dynamics matrix, n x n,
u: control vector, m x 1,
B : control distribution matrix, n x m,
y : output vector, r x 1, and
C : sensor calibration matrix, r x n.
External forces, such as disturbances, tend to affect the system.
x˙ = Ax + Bu + Γw. (4.10)
Where
w : disturbance vector, d x 1, and
Γ: disturbance distribution matrix, n x d.
For a discrete state system,
xk = Axk−1 + Buk−1 + Γwk−1. (4.11)
In visual tracking, the most crucial state variable is the object’s location. It
is assumed that the objects are moving at a constant velocity and acceleration is
considered a random disturbance variable. Thus, the object’s location and velocity
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Where y is a location coordinate(centroid), y˙ is the velocity, ξk is the random
acceleration and T is a constant time interval.
Equation (4.12) is useful for both the horizontal and vertical motion of the
object in the image plane, but is not a universal model. The dynamic model can
include more state variables such as area and shape measurements to improve
tracking robustness.
4.2.2 Measurement Model
The measurement model (4.13), involves issues related to the process of observing
the state’s variable.
vk = Ckxk + ηk, (4.13)
where xk is a state vector at the k moment and vk is a measurement vector. ηk is
the measurement error and Ck is the observation matrix. In this work, the veloc-
ity of the object is not measured directly from the image. However, the object’s




CAMSHIFT (Continuously Adaptive Mean SHIFT) tracking algorithm is based
on a mean shift algorithm [30, 31, 32]. It is a non-parametric technique for find-
ing the mode of the probability distributions. Unlike the mean shift algorithm,
which is designed for static distributions, CAMSHIFT algorithm is designed for
changing probability distributions. An object changes its location, shape and area
in successive video frames when moving into various directions. The motivation
is to make the algorithm capable of coping with changing distributions from the
tracking framework.
The mean shift algorithm is an essential part of the CAMSHIFT algorithm.
The basic mean shift procedure is given below:
1. Determine a search window size.
2. Determine the initial location of the search window.
3. Compute the mean location in the search window.
4. Center the search window at the mean location computed at step 3.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the mean converges or when the mean location is




























M00 : is the zeroth moment,
M10 : is the first moment of x,
M01 : is the first moment of y,
I(x, y) : is the pixel (probability) values at position (x,y) in the image, and
x, y : is the range over the search window.
In the CAMSHIFT algorithm, the window size is made adaptive by relying
on the zeroth moment information. This CAMSHIFT algorithm sets the search
window width and height to a function of the zeroth moment (Section 5.3.3). The
CAMSHIFT algorithm operates on color probability images and the steps involved
are as follows:
1. Set the region of the probability distribution.
2. Find the initial location of the 2D mean shift search window.
3. Calculate the color probability distribution in an area larger than the mean
shift window size.
4. Store the zeroth moment and mean location by mean shift convergence or a
number of iterations.
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5. Center the search window at the mean location stored at step 4 and update
the window size for the next video frame.
6. Repeat steps 3 to 5.
4.3.2 Mean and Standard Deviation
A simple way to perform tracking is to use the mean and the standard deviation of
an object’s “xy” pixel coordinates to calculate its location and bounding box. In
this approach, the tracked object is assumed to be dominant in the image frame.
4.4 Discussion
Most of the tracking systems use Kalman filtering method. The Kalman filtering
algorithm has been successfully used in the field of visual tracking [63, 64]. How-
ever, the mean shift algorithm is being used recently for probability distributions
analysis in the field of real-time visual tracking.
In some simple cases, when only one dominant object is expected in the field
of view, the object tracking is performed by calculating the mean and variance of
the pixel locations.
A mobile robot visual tracking system needs to track many similar objects
such as human faces and hands. Therefore, the Kalman filter and mean shift-
based methods are the only feasible solutions for visual tracking.
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Chapter 5
Proposed System - Detection and
Tracking Modules
The various steps involved in the visual perception of a mobile robot are color-based
segmentation, modeling, thresholding and clustering. Color-based perception is
made more versatile by using many methods in the same visual tracking system.
This has inspired the development of the proposed architectural solution to real-
time color-based visual tracking.
To detect and track faces using skin color as the feature to achieve real-time
processing speed is proposed in this work. The chrominance components of the
YUV and HSV color models are used as it is well adapted to human perception.
The proposed system architecture and the experiments conducted are docu-
mented in this chapter.
5.1 System Overview
A Magellan Pro mobile robot from iRobot [65] with a Sony EVI-D30 [66] pan-tilt
camera is used as an experimental platform. The camera pans and tilts according
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to the movement of the detected face. The robot rotates and follows the human
subject when necessary to keep the face in view and performs obstacles avoidance
along its path.
The robot control system is designed to concurrently control both the camera
and the robot while tracking a human subject. The human tracking and obstacles
avoidance are done with the information drawn from the image captured by the
camera, the sonar scan data, tactile sensor data and the camera position readings
with respect to the initial position. Figure 5.1 and 5.2 show the block diagrams of



















Figure 5.1: Block Diagram of the Robot-Camera Control System
5.2 Deciding the color space
The three key points to note while choosing a suitable color space for image seg-






































Figure 5.2: System Block Diagram of the various modules
5.2.1 The experiments - Color space determination
Experiments are conducted in the HSV, YUV, Y CrCb and the NCC color spaces.
The results are analyzed and compared to determine a suitable working space.
Two color spaces are selected based on the experiments conducted, the HSV
and YUV color spaces. The HSV color space is able to distinguish colored objects
by comparing the hue values of the pixels. This space defines colors similar to
the way humans do, which makes object extraction using color easier. YUV color
space does not need heavy color space conversion (Chapter 2). These two spaces
differentiate intensity from chromaticity and are able to cope with varying lighting
conditions.
A set of human images (Appendix A) are explored under three different lighting
conditions. The color (chromaticity histograms) behaviors of the image under
various conditions and different color spaces are analyzed with programs written
in the MatLab [67] environment.
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Figure 5.3: Skin color probability using the RGB color space





Figure 5.4: Skin color probability using the NCC color space





Figure 5.5: Skin color probability using the HSV color space





Figure 5.6: Skin color probability using the Y CrCb color space
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Figure 5.7: Skin color probability using the YUV color space
The following conclusions are drawn based on the experiments conducted:
1. If the objects (Appendix B) have distinctive colors, the H value of the HSV
space is enough to label the objects.
2. Automatic white balance tends to corrupt an object’s colors.
3. Although color is invariant under varying lighting conditions, it is advisable
to design an adaptive system.
4. Color is invariant to natural transformation such as translation (varying
viewing distance), rotation and scaling.
5.2.2 The Skin-Color Model
Image retrieval is based on the global image features such as color or texture. To
detect and track faces using skin color as the feature to achieve real-time processing
speed is proposed in this work. The chrominance components of the YUV and HSV
color models are used as it is well adapted to human perception.
YUV color space is used instead of RGB as it separates the luminance from
the chrominance, and is useful in compression and image processing. Skin color
covers only a small part of the UV plane and the influence of the Y channel is
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minimum [46, 68, 69] (Section 5.2.1.). Most digital images use the RGB color
space; but the individual R, G, and B components vary widely under changing
illumination conditions. It is observed that varying skin colors lay in their color
intensities rather than in the facial skin color itself [46, 68, 69] (Section 5.2.1.).
The luminance part of the YUV color space is discarded as it does not contain
useful information for human faces detection. Color is orientation invariance under
varying lighting conditions and under natural transformations such as translation,
rotation and scaling. Therefore, by discarding the luminance signal, Y, a more
manageable UV space is obtained (Figure 5.8).
Figure 5.8: UV 2-dimensional color space
Skin color detection poses some disadvantages too. The influence of luminosity
is not totally negligible. The varying skin colors are determined by the color
intensities or different shades of a color [70, 71]. This situation worsens as normal
fluorescent lamps in the laboratories “flickers”, resulting a non-constant luminance
in the testing environment. Other objects which have skin-like color are included
in the detection too. Although, the skin color subspace covers a small area of the
UV plane, it is impossible to model skin color in such a general way to be efficient
for all images. Relaxing the model leads to more false detections while a rigorous
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model increases the number of dismissals. A tradeoff between being generic and
accurate are required. Figure 5.9 illustrates the region on the UV color map where
the facial skin color pixels lie. This map is used to localize image pixels that
contain facial skin color. As a result, the image pixels that contain facial skin
color are segmented to form the corresponding facial skin color regions, which are
probable human faces.
Figure 5.9: Skin color pixel on the UV map
5.2.3 Statistical Derivation of Skin-color model
It is conjectured that pixels in an image belonging to a face exhibit similar U and
V values providing good coverage of all human skins [46]. To verify and derive
equations to capture this information, thirty-five (35) face images are collected,
twenty (20) Chinese faces, ten (10) Indians faces and five (5) Caucasian faces. The
face pixels are extracted and fed into a neural network for learning. This learning
process is done off-line using Matlab.
A neural network is a weighted graph that models information processing in
the human brain. A multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network is shown in
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Figure 5.10. The goal of this network is to create a model that correctly maps
the eighty (80) input vectors X to the output vector T using the pixel probability
table and its previous or initial random weighted edge. An input vector at a node
is passed along a weighted edge to the twenty (20) neurons of the hidden layer.
The weight for the hidden layer neuron is 20(|x| + 1) where x is the input to the
corresponding input layer neuron. If the weighted sum of the signals at a hidden
layer neuron exceeds a specified threshold, then that neuron fires. The output from
the fired hidden neuron is weighted again and passed on to the output layer. The
output vector T contains the skin probability of the training sets. The training
rate is set to 0.01 with 500 iterations. The training algorithm uses the Levenberg-
Marquad [72] algorithm which minimizes the error ||Tnetwork −Tactual||, these error
deceases with each iteration and the neural model gets closer to producing the de-
sired output. The sigmoid function, σ(t) = 1
1+e−t
is used as the threshold function.









Figure 5.10: A generalized neural network
Thresholding is a technique to distinguish pixels with values within the bounds
and those outside the bounds in the color space. This segmentation gives a binary
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image where pixels are classified into their defined classes.
Figure 5.11: Color Space Thresholding in the UV Color Space
A skin color distribution in the UV plane is generated (Figure 5.9). Using
the color space thresholding approach, (Figure 5.11), the following equations are
obtained:
−30 < U < 5, (5.1)
−4.2 < V < 28.8. (5.2)
Figure 5.12: Linear Thresholding in the UV Color Space
Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are simple but not effective to classify skin and
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non-skin pixels. Linear color thresholding approach (5.3 - 5.6) is used next (Fig-
ure 5.12).
V < 30, (5.3)
U > 0.45V − 37.65, (5.4)
U > −2.37V − 17.65, (5.5)
U < 0.206V + 2.94. (5.6)
The equations obtained from linear thresholding are good enough to classify the
skin and non-skin pixels. However, misclassification occurs when the pixels are
near the boundary plane (5.3 - 5.6).
To improve the accuracy of the classification, the following non-traditional
thresholding approach is proposed. By relaxing the model as shown in (Fig-
ure 5.13) and with the least square estimation approach; two sets of linear equa-
tions (5.7, 5.8) and a quadratic equation (5.9) are obtained. The skin color pixels
in the UV color distribution map are bounded by these planes (5.7- 5.9).
Figure 5.13: Model-based Thresholding in the UV Color Space
V < 30, (5.7)
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U < 0.206V + 2.94, (5.8)
U > 0.08V 2 − 2.4V − 17.2. (5.9)
Figure 5.14: RGB Histogram
Figure 5.15: Histogram of Y values under varying lighting conditions
RGB color model is not suitable for skin color classification as all the three color
components contain the intensity of the illumination (Figure 5.14). Any changes
affect all the three primary components. YUV color model is better as it differen-
tiates luminance from chromaticity (Figures 5.15, Figure 5.16, and Figure 5.17).
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Figure 5.16: Histogram of U values under varying lighting conditions
Figure 5.17: Histogram of V values under varying lighting conditions
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5.2.4 The Classifier
Pattern classification is the fundamental building block of a technical system design
to exhibit an application-specific intelligence. Knowledge about these distributions
are acquired by learning from examples which is intrinsically statistical. Pattern
classification is a task to establish a mapping from the feature space to the class, w,
in order to recognize the class, w, when an observation, v, is known. This mapping
considers the variability of the class-specific distributions in the feature-space.
Bayesian decision theory [40, 73] is a fundamental statistical approach to the
problem of pattern classification. This approach is based on quantifying the trade-
offs between various classification decisions by using probability theory and the
costs that accompany such decisions. It is assumed that the decision problem is
posed in probabilistic terms, and the relevant probability values are known.
For some a priori probability P (w1) when a face image is found and some a
priori probability P (w2) for a non-face image is found, then
P (w1) + P (w2) = 1; for 2 class classifciation, (5.10)
P (w1) + P (w2) + ...P (wi) = 1; for i class classifciation. (5.11)
The rule in (5.12) is used when a decision is needed with limited available infor-
mation.
Decide w1 if P (w1) > P (w2); otherwise decide w2. (5.12)
The joint probability density of finding a pattern that is in class wj and has feature
value x, p(wj, x) = P (wj|x)p(x) = p(x|wj)P (wj). By rearranging the equation
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p(x|wj)P (wj), for n class classification. (5.14)
The probability of error is minimized by the following Bayes decision rule:
Decide w1 if P (w1|x) > P (w2|x); otherwise decide w2, (5.15)
Decide w1 if p(x|w1)P (w1) > p(x|w2)P (w2); otherwise decide w2. (5.16)
Figure 5.18 illustrates the result after the above labeling process. The black pixels
are non-face pixels with the white or gray pixels the likely skin pixels.
5.2.5 “Color-Judges”
Two Color-judges are proposed and used by the pixel-labeling module in assigning
labels to the pixels of the frames. There are two different possibilities for assigning
the pixel-labeling procedure.
• Indirect use of a color-judge - This alternative utilizes the color-judge for
constructing a look-up table at the initialization phase. Pixel-labeling runs
through the color space, passing each color value to the color-judge, which
responds with a pixel label. The labeling module writes this return value in
the look-up table. During tracking, pixel-labeling runs through the current
frame, reads the actual pixel label from the look-up table indicated by the
current pixel value and assigns it to the current pixel.
• Direct use of a color-judge - In this approach, no look-up table is constructed.
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The pixel color values of the incoming frames are directly passed to the color-
judge and the pixel label is assigned to the current pixel.
The return values from the color-judge depends on the segmentation methods: ‘0’
for the background and ‘1’ for the object pixels.
If the segmentation method is time-consuming or some heavy color space trans-
formation, such as RGB to HSI color space, is required. Off-line and indirect use
of color-judge is recommended. Direct use of the color-judge is justified when the
segmentation needs to be adaptive in order to cope with varying lighting condi-
tions. In such cases, the look-up table is reconstructed whenever an adaptation to
a change in the conditions take place. Direct use of the color-judge allows adapta-
tion without excessive processing caused by the look-up table reconstruction. In
this work, a simple YUV color-judge which performs YUV color space threshold-
ing is implemented. It takes four thresholds as inputs, including upper and lower
thresholds for each UV channel. The output is either ‘0’ or ‘1’, depending on the
pixel color being within or outside the specified UV thresholds.
5.3 Object Extraction Method
For tracking objects of distinctive and uniform colors, some simple segmentation
methods are enough. From the test images and experiments, model-based color
thresholding and face ratio heuristic rule are desired.
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5.3.1 Face Detection Operations
The quality of the source image is enhanced by removing noise via Gaussian pyra-
mid decomposition, a “blurring” filter. All the pixels in the image are analyzed
using the planes (5.7 - 5.9) and the decision rules (5.15 - 5.16), which determine
the presence or absence of a skin color. Those pixels that are classified under the
skin color are set to white otherwise to black. The resultant binary image contains
a few contours and spurious white pixels as shown in Figure 5.18.
Figure 5.18: Probability Distribution Function of a face
To remove these noisy pixels and compact the contours, median filtering is used
followed by the morphological operations of erosion and dilation.
5.3.2 The Dominant Feature
A face is assumed to be the dominant feature in an image. After applying median
filtering and the morphological operations, the detected facial region is subjected
to a simple heuristic rule. This is based on the geometric analysis of the human
face. A skin color region belongs to a human face candidate if the ratio of the
major axis to the minor axis is less than a threshold of 1.7 as stated in [74]. Fifty
(50) training sets (Appendix C) have been collected and verified. The face ratio
tends to lie within the range of 1.1 to 1.8. The application of this heuristic rule is
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the final part of the face detection module.
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Figure 5.19: Face Ratio Relationship
FaceRatio = Major Axis
Minor Axis
,
1.1 < Face Ratio < 1.8 (5.17)
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Figure 5.20: Flow-chart of the Face Detection module
The position of the contour is indicated on the original source image where the
face is detected. The face detection process is represented in Figure 5.20 and is
illustrated by the example in Figure 5.21. Figure 5.21b shows the image after me-






Figure 5.21: (a)source image (b)after median filtering (c) after morphological op-
erations
5.3.3 Tracking Mechanism
A 2-dimensional tracking is performed in the image xy-coordinates to track multi-
ple similar colored objects. Perceptual interfaces provide the computer the ability
to sense. The perceptual user interface is able to track in real time without tak-
ing too much computational resources. The tracking mechanism in this work is
developed based on CAMSHIFT (Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift) [30, 31, 32].
CAMSHIFT is based on a non-parametric technique (Section 4.3.3). It uses robust
statistics which tends to ignore outliers in a given data. A face color probability
diagram, I(x,y), the zeroth moment and the first moment are computed by the
formulae in (4.14), (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17).
CAMSHIFT uses the Mean Shift algorithm as its core. It includes the use of the
previously computed zeroth moment and the first moment information to give a
good initial search window size and location. The 2D orientation of the probability













The first two Eigenvalues of the probability distribution “blob” found by CAMSHIFT
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Then length l and width w of the distribution centroid are
l =
√√√√(a + c) +
√






b2 + (a− c)2
2
. (5.25)




) and the height to 1.4s.
The Hue in the HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) color space is used to model
skin color in CAMSHIFT. This model describes the UV plane in polar coordinates
using a vector of length, S and a rotational color angle, H. The luminance, V
corresponds to the Y of the YUV space. These spaces are highly intuitive to
human understanding as it defines color similar to human understanding of color.
It is observed that humans have the same Hue, given a 1-dimensional color map for
human skin color. A model of the desired hue is created using a color histogram.
The hues derived from the skin-color pixels in the image are sampled from the
H channel and channeled into a 1-dimensional histogram. CAMSHIFT uses this
model to compute the probability that a pixel in the image is part of a face and
it replaces each pixel in the video frame with the probability computed. A skin
color probability distribution image is generated in Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22: (a) A human subject (b)Its corresponding skin color probability dia-
gram
However, Hue is ambiguously defined when the Saturation, S, or Value, V, are
at either extremes, causing tracking to be inaccurate under very bright lighting
or very dim lighting conditions as illustrated in Figure 5.23. When brightness
is low V is near to 0, and when Saturation is low S is near to 0. Hue is noisy
in a small hexcone and the small number of discrete Hue pixels are not able to
adequately represent slight changes in RGB leading to hue wild swings. Integrating
the tracking module and the face detection module helps to mitigate this problem
since two different color model are used in the two modules.
 
Figure 5.23: HSV hexcone
As shown in the system integration flowchart (Figure 5.24), the face detection
module keeps the face in the field of view of the camera. When a face is detected
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and centered, the tracking algorithm is activated. If the pixel values in the region
satisfy equations (5.1), (5.2) and the decision rules, the tracking continues. Oth-
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Figure 5.24: Flow-chart of the system integrating face dection and tracking mod-
ules
A model of the desired Hue is created using a color histogram. The Hues
derived from the skin color pixels in the image are then sampled from the H
channel and channelled into a 1-dimensional histogram. It is found that simple
skin color histograms work well with a wide variety of people without having them
updated. The tracking algorithm uses this model to compute the probability that
a pixel in a frame is part of a face and replaces each pixel with the skin probability.
The white pixels indicate the highest probability of a skin color pixel.
The face detection module searches for a face in the video scene prior to running
of the tracking algorithm and after the tracking module loses track of the person.
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The detection stage is a coarser measurement of the face location in the video scene
ROI, Region of Interest, while the tracking module is on the refinement stage.
Figure 5.25: A Sri Lankan human subject, binarized ROI and the skin color prob-
ability diagram
Figure 5.26: An Indian human subject, binarized ROI and the skin color proba-
bility diagram
Figure 5.27: A Bangladeshi human subject, binarized ROI and the skin color
probability diagram
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Figure 5.28: An Indonesian human subject, binarized ROI and the skin color
probability diagram
Figure 5.29: A Chinese human subject, binarized ROI and the skin color proba-
bility diagram
Figure 5.30: A Japanese human subject, binarized ROI and the skin color proba-
bility diagram
Figure 5.31: A Thai human subject, binarized ROI and the skin color probability
diagram
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Figure 5.32: A Vietnamese human subject, binarized ROI and the skin color prob-
ability diagram
Figure 5.33: An Eurasian human subject, binarized ROI and the skin color prob-
ability diagram





This chapter defines the system and various controllers’ architecture. In addition,
the camera mounting height and the viewing angle are determined.
A marker maintains information about an object or several similar objects in
the environment. In this work, markers act as an interface between the image
processing system and the control system. Dynamic handling of markers is a
methodology to cope with the ever changing environment. These markers are
updated whenever an object enters or leaves the robot’s field of view.
6.1 General System Architecture
The proposed system is implemented on the Magellan Pro mobile robot (Fig-
ure 6.1). This robot is equipped with 16 ultrasonic and tactile sensors with 360o
coverage. It has an onboard Pentium II computer with Red Hat 6.2 Linux Op-
erating System and operates on a 24V re-chargeable battery supply. A wireless
Ethernet port is used to control the robot from a remote computer terminal as
required. A Sony EVI-D30 pan-tilt camera is installed onto the robot for visual
sensing and is controlled via the serial RS232 communication port. The camera
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pans at a restricted fontal angle of not wider than 149o and tilts to a restricted
angle of not more than 78o. In order to track a human subject with a height of
1.7m, metal bars and supporting plates are utilized to increase the robot height
from 0.3m to 1.3m (Figure 6.1). The height and angle calculation are illustrated
















Figure 6.1: The Magellan Pro Mobile Robot
6.2 Vision Modules Overview
Figure 6.2 illustrates the data and process flow diagram. The vision system reads
the raw images from the camera module; and an image processing filter removes
the noise. The first step in image processing is color-based pixel labeling, which is
done by the pixel-labeling module (in the detection module). It reads the frames
and assigns each pixel a label. A probabilistic segmentation method produces a
gray-scale probability image which needs to be binarized.
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Figure 6.2: Data and Process Flow Diagram
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procedure. Labeling is based on 4-connectivity, and performed within the two runs
through an image.
The tracking module being the last component, tracks color blobs and updates
object markers. It reads the labeled frame and creates an object candidate from
each connected component. These candidates calculate some essential image prop-
erties, such as position (centroid), face ratio, area and bounding box. It eliminates
noise by removing the object candidates that fail to fulfil the criteria mentioned.
The estimation procedure requires the tracker to utilize CAMSHIFT algorithm.
The three essential aspects of the proposed architecture are; the use of color-judges
in the pixel-labeling phase; the use of an object markers as an interface between
image processing and control; and the dynamic handling of the object trackers.
6.2.1 Markers and Marker Interface
An object candidate is created from each connected component found in the labeled
image. Some basic properties are calculated for each candidate, the centroid, the
face ratio, the area and the bounding box. Thereafter, each candidate’s properties
are compared to the respective thresholds to remove the small candidates. If
any of the properties of a candidate falls below the corresponding threshold, that
candidate is considered as small and removed.
The object markers are updated by the tracking module when small candidates
are removed. A marker tracks automatically an object in the robot’s environment
once it has been initialized with the properties of an object. In addition, it is an
interface for receiving tracking task and for returning information pertaining to
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the tracked object.
For a robot control system, it is beneficial to have a standardized interface for
the visual tracking system. The marker interface has 2 essential functions. Which
is to pass the properties of the tracked object to a marker. The markers are read
to obtain the most recent data about the tracked objects.
The marker interface allows several concurrent tracking tasks by switching
between the tasks as per the prevailing situation. The number of concurrent
tracking tasks, that is, the number of markers, depends on the capabilities of the
image-processing system.
The tracking is dynamic, meaning that the tracking system automatically starts
tracking, when an object with the properties specified by the control system enters
the robot’s field of view. In a similar manner, the system automatically ceases
tracking when an object leaves the field of view.
There are two types of markers. Static markers for tracking single objects which
are implemented in this work. Dynamic markers for tracking multiple objects of
the same are omitted due to the limited processing capability of the processor
onboard the robot.
6.2.2 Camera Module
The camera module provides a standard interface for capturing images. It al-
lows the frame grabber to write frames to the memory via DMA (Direct Memory
Access).
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Asynchronous continuous capture mode is used in this work. The frame-
grabber board read image frames from the camera at a maximum rate of 25 Hz.
In other words, the same frame buffer is being written and is being read at the
same time. It is possible that the same frame is being processed twice if the track-
ing software works at a faster frame rate than the camera. Whereas, a frame is
occasionally skipped when the image processing takes in frames at a lower rate as
compared to the camera. Such inaccuracy is however unfound and therefore the
system reliability is not affected.
Another alternative for image capturing is by using the single-capture mode,
but it is too slow for real-time performance.
6.3 Camera Height and Camera Viewing Angle
Calculation
The height of the robot and the viewing angle of the camera are designed as in
Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
It is assumed that the human subject is at most 1.7m or at least 0.9m tall.
When a human subject is at a distance of 0.5m in front of the robot, the camera
tilts to keep the face of the human subject within the camera view. If the human
subject is out of the camera’s viewing angle, the robot readjusts it’s position and
maintains a larger distance between the human subject and itself. Similarly, the
camera pans to keep the face of the human subject within the camera view at
a frontal angle of 149o. When the human subject moves outside the camera’s
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Figure 6.3: Robot Height and Viewing Angle
considerations.
A local map is used to record the sensory information provided by the 16
sonar sensors with respect to the mobile robot. This local map consists of 32
sectors and each sector covers an angle of 11.25o. This local map provides the
mobile robot with the information of the obstacle locations and distances from it’s
current location.
The following constraints are imposed in the system:
• When the camera is panning, the forward movements and reverse movements
of the robot are suspended due to the design of the controller module.
• A minimum constrained distance of 0.5m is maintained between the human
subject and the robot. To maintain this constrained distance, the robot back-
off when the reading is less than 0.5m or when the rear clearance distance is
greater than 1m. Otherwise, the robot stops all movements.
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Figure 6.4: Robot Height and Viewing Angle calculation
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Figure 6.5: An oscillation of +/− 2.0o
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• To ensure the stability of the robot and the mounted camera, it’s speed is
capped to 0.5m/sec.
The camera “swings” at an angle of ±1.5o while traveling or when coming to a
stop. Figure 6.5 illustrates otherwise the camera oscillation angle of ±2.0o, which
is manageable.
The two worst cases face ratios, 0.2/0.16 and 0.2/0.12 (Figure 6.5) are con-
sidered for testing purposes. The height of a human subject is constrained at a
minimum height of 0.9m and a maximum of 1.7m, to keep the face within the
camera’s maximum viewing angle (Figures 6.3 and Figure 6.4).
The block diagram of the Robot and Camera control are shown in Figure 6.6
and 6.7.
Figure 6.6: Block diagram of the Robot and Camera control
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Figure 6.7: Block diagram of the Robot and Camera control
Figure 6.8 demonstrates the software setup of the robot. At the top of the
robot’s environment is the Naming service, which allows programs to access the
robot’s hardware; such as the drive system, and the sensor systems, like tactile
and sonar.
Ptzserver and V4lserver are software modules provided in the MOBILITY
Robot Development Software [65]. The coding developed in this work is linked
to these servers to access the robot’s hardware, mainly, to pan and tilt the cam-
era, drive the robot and read the sonar sensors.
Ptzserver is a software interface between the serial communication port and
the pan-tilt camera. This server performs functions such as panning the camera,




























Figure 6.8: Robot software setup
Figure 6.9: The GUI of the drive/sonar range view
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The main tasks of the V4lserver is to read the processed data from the frame-
grabber board or write raw video frames into the buffer of the frame-grabber
board. V4lserver uses the functions provided by the Ptzserver to access the camera
module. Code is appended into this server to perform functions including RGB
color space to UV color space conversion, pixel labeling, skin color detection, face
tracking and camera/robot control access.
Figure 6.10 illustrates the face tracking sequence and Figure 6.11 shows the
robot human following sequence.
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Figure 6.10: Illustration of a face tracking sequence





Test runs are conducted with each tracking run of 40sec in duration. Two Hundred
and forty (240) sample points are taken for one tracking run to check the tracking
accuracy of the integrated system. The tracking run uses the integrated system
in the UV color space to compare with the tracking run in the Y CrCb color space
face tracking work. Results are compared based on an object-distance from the
origin of the image in pixels. By examining each image frame and identifying the
object-center, which is the nose area, an object-distance is determined.
The integrated system (red line, Figure 7.8) follows the image center closely
for the horizontal movement. The x and y coordinates of the image center are
measured in terms of pixels. The tracking runs are conducted with the same
environmental conditions, to ensure that the observations are not due to changes
in lighting or color of the tracked object.
Figure 7.3 shows the movement of the human subject with respect to the robot





Figure 7.1: Dimensions of a typical
frame in each tracking run
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Figure 7.3: Movement of the human
subject with respect to the robot dur-
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Figure 7.4: Movement of the human
subject with respect to the robot dur-
ing robot’s controller test
the movement of the human subject with respect to the robot while testing the
robot’s controller following capability. For both cases, the human subject is facing
the view of the camera.
7.2 Y CrCb Color Space Face Detection and Track-
ing Work
The Y CrCb color space for real-time face detection and tracking with an au-
tonomous mobile robot is implemented in [75]. Linear color thresholding approach
(7.1 and 7.2) is used to classify the skin and non-skin pixels shown in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5: Cluster in the Chromatic color space
138 < Cr < 178, (7.1)
200 < Cb + 0.6Cr < 215. (7.2)
The tracking results from [75] is shown in Table 7.1 with a highest success rate
of 97.5%.
Table 7.1: Tracking Results from Ling’s Y CrCb tracking work
Tracking No. of Frames No. of Frames No. of Frames Success rate
Run Target is lost Target is tracked Tracking is ”off” (%)
R1 16 213 11 88.8
R2 113 119 8 49.6
R3 0 224 16 93.3
R4 0 234 6 97.5
R5 25 204 11 85.0
R6 11 218 11 90.8
Section 7.2.1 records the Y CrCb color space face tracking performance using
the tracking algorithm and equations (7.1 and 7.2). The results will be use to
compare with the YUV color space face tracking.
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7.2.1 Performance - Y CrCb Color Space Face Tracking
The tracking algorithm from the Y CrCb color space tracking work yields tolerable
tracking results and tolerable accuracy (Figure 7.6). When the camera starts to
tilts upwards to “face” the laboratory ceiling lighting, it causes significant color
shifts in subsequent images as the scene captured by the camera is suddenly illu-
minated and lead to poorer vertical tracking result (Figure 7.7).














Figure 7.6: X tracking accuracy (Y CrCb)

















Figure 7.7: Y tracking accuracy (Y CrCb)
7.3 UV Color Space Face Detection and Track-
ing Work
Figure 7.8 shows that the horizontal tracking is near indistinguishable from the ac-
tual distance. The vertical tracking (Figure 7.9) is better as compare to the Y CrCb
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color space tracking work. The erroneous tracking has significantly improved for
over all the tracking run.














Figure 7.8: X tracking accuracy (UV)

















Figure 7.9: Y tracking accuracy (UV)
The vertical aspect of tracking is observed to fluctuate due to the color-shifts in
the image when the camera tilts upwards to “face” the laboratory ceiling lighting.
The scene captured by the camera is suddenly illuminated due to strong lightings
leading to lower tracking accuracy.
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7.3.1 Tracking Success Rate of the System
The tracking runs are conducted with the same environmental conditions and with
different human subjects.
Table 7.2: Tracking Experiments
Tracking No. of Frames No. of Frames No. of Frames Success rate
Run Target is lost Target is tracked Tracking is ”off” (%)
R1 6 228 6 95.0
R2 0 237 3 98.8
R3 0 232 8 96.7
R4 2 225 13 93.8
R5 3 231 6 96.2
R6 9 223 8 92.9
R7 15 212 13 88.3
R8 8 222 10 92.5
R9 0 235 5 97.9
R10 70 130 40 54.2
Success Rate =
(Total Frame)− (Lost Frame)− (OFF Frame)
Total Frame
, (7.3)
Average Success Rate =




where Total Frame is the total number of image frames in a tracking run, Lost
Frame is the number of frames during which the tracking module is unable to
track the human subject and OFF Frame is the number of frames during which
the tracking module turn off and activate the detection module.
The highest success rate is 98.8% in the UV color space tracking experiment.
An average success rate is 90.6% as compared to 84.2% in the Y CrCb color space
tracking.
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Generally, the system works well with different human subjects with the ex-
ception of R10 when the human subject stands up and the camera tilts upward to
“face” the laboratory ceiling lights. Another exception noted is when the subject’s
face is partially covered, making the face ratio smaller and does not satisfy the
heuristic rule, (5.17). The best case for tracking occurs when the target’s face is
not covered; as in the runs R2 and R9.
R10 R2 R9





The inclusion of other more stringent criteria for face classification should be con-
sidered to improve the robustness of the face extraction algorithm and to reduce
the number of misclassification. A morphological-based processing module can
be implemented to segment the eye-analogue as stated in [76]. The eye-analogue
segment is useful to aid the face detection. It is most logical to extend the sys-
tem by the inclusion of the segmentation of the eye locations, especially with the
considerable success rates reported in [76].
The facial skin color model of the present system could be made adaptive by
being able to adapt itself automatically to suit new environmental factors such as
changes in ambient light and different cameras. Instead of having to derive the
model manually to suit different environmental conditions, the model can have
“in-built” tolerances for the variations of these parameters.
The tracking process can be improved by implementing a forward motion pre-
dictive method such as Kalman filtering. The recursive estimator in the Kalman
filter can drive the proportional controllers to ensure more robust and precise
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tracking.
The current work ventured into the possibilities of using the UV color space
to model the human skin color. Experiments and design requirements such as
applications, effectiveness and robustness have been seriously considered in order
to operate the mobile robot in a dynamic environment.
This work has verified that human skin color has a limited spectrum in the
YUV color space and a two-dimensional UV plane is good enough for most ap-
plications. However, if there are limited objects in the scene and their color are
distinguishable, the Hue value is enough. RGB color model is not recommended
as it does not separate luminance component from the chrominance components.
In addition, the camera’s working parameters and color constancy greatly affect
segmentation, therefore, care is required. Lastly, filtering and morphological opera-
tions during image processing phase helps to enhance and improve object detection
performance.
Much effort has been put into deriving the model and implementing the track-
ing system on the mobile robot. Sonar scan and tactile scan information are
integrated with the vision-based tracking system to allow tracking beyond the
camera’s field of view. In addition, the mobile robot is able to follow the tracked
human subject while maintaining a suitable distance, rotating to face the person
when the face moves out of the camera’s field of view. Although the system is
not able to perform face recognition task, the system developed has the merits
of having sufficiently robust tracking and real-time performance. Furthermore, it
is both orientation invariant under varying lighting conditions and under natural
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transformation such as translation, rotation and scaling.
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Appendix A
Human subjects under three
different lighting conditions
Figure A.1: Human subjects under Natural lighting conditions
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Figure A.2: Human subjects under White lighting conditions
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Figure A.3: Human subjects under Yellow lighting conditions
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Appendix B
Training Sets - Objects
Figure B.1: Non-Human face objects
101
Figure B.2: Non-Human face objects
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Appendix C
Training Sets - Human faces
Figure C.1: Human faces from other camera sources
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Figure C.2: Human faces from other camera sources
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